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**Abstract:**
This is an infrastructure development project for a new laboratory at Princeton, now called the Princeton EDGE Lab. Latest updates can be found at http://scenic.princeton.edu. The Princeton EDGE Lab has experimental facilities to study edge networking, wireless as well as wireline. It crosses the boundary between theory and systems in the networking research community. It leverages the lessons and data accumulated through realistic experiments to validate the predictions of theory, falsify the assumptions behind theory, sharpen the characterizations that are loose in theory, and inspire new question formulations in theory. It builds systems designed by proven theorems and proves theories about built-out systems. It is more realistic (end-to-end) and comprehensive than all other university facilities in the area of edge networking, and more configurable and research-enabling than all other industry facilities. It consists of a wide range of equipments offering programmability at various layers and visibility at various temporal and spatial scales.
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2. Activities and Findings

2.1 Major Research and Education Activities

This is an equipment grant for a new laboratory at Princeton, now called the Princeton EDGE Lab. Latest updates can be found at http://scenic.princeton.edu

The Princeton EDGE Lab has experimental facilities to study edge networking, wireless as well as wireline. It crosses the boundary between theory and systems in the networking research community. It leverages the lessons and data accumulated through realistic experiments to validate the predictions of theory, falsify the assumptions behind theory, sharpen the characterizations that are loose in theory, and inspire new question formulations in theory.

It builds systems designed by proven theorems and proves theories about built-out systems. It is more realistic (end-to-end) and comprehensive than all other university facilities in the area of edge networking, and more configurable and research-enabling than all other industry facilities.

It consists of a wide range of equipments offering programmability at various layers and visibility at various temporal and spatial scales. The list of equipments now include:
• WARP software defined radios (8 of them)
• Packet Storm WAN emulator
• Qualcomm 3G cellular emulator
• HP ProCurve software defined switches (2 of them)
• Allot Deep Packet Inspector
• Power Distribution Unit and portable power meter (for energy measurement)
• Digital oscilloscope
• Spectrum analyzer
• Signal generator
• Configurable set-top box
• HP servers (10 of them)
• WiFi access points
• iPad, iPhone, Android and other end user mobile devices
• Laptops for peer-to-peer experiments
• Uninterrupted power supply
• Configurable femto-cells
• Configurable 10G EPON

2.2 Major Findings

Over the past year, we have built the Princeton EDGE Lab from scratch, starting from an old, empty room, to a fully integrated environment where VLAN configurations even allow one to remotely change logical topologies.

Multiple research efforts have started to benefit from the EDGE Lab, including wireless scheduling, interference management, content aware networking, and stochastic network optimization, which are of particular interest to DoD applications.

2.3 Training and Development

This lab provides a truly unique environment for postdocs, grad students, and undergrads to get trained across the traditional boundary between theory and systems sides of networking. Already all my postdocs and graduate students are using the platform, and six undergrad students are doing independent work in the lab.

2.4 Outreach Activities

The first annual Open House will be arranged during April 2011. The Princeton EDGE Lab Seminar series started in June 2010.

The EDGE Lab is also supported by 6 industrial partners listed above.

3. Publications
Since this is a 1-year equipment grant, the main focus is on equipment purchase, debugging, and integration. Nonetheless, the following publications in 2010-2011 already benefited from this grant:


4. Contributions

4.1 To the Principal Discipline and Other Disciplines

Theory in wireless networking is “inalienable” since it offers explanatory, rather than descriptive models and top-down design with predictive power. Theory is also "incomplete" given its sensitivity to the mathematical crystallization and the need to make a difference in live networks. As an edge between theory and practice of networking, the Princeton EDGE Lab builds systems designed by proven theorems, and proves theorems about deployed systems. It is capable of enabling

A. Bigger overlap between the two (eg, develop the theory for tight bounds on convergence rate, transient behavior characterization rather than equilibrium behavior, impact of control parameter granularity and feedback noise, remove timescale separation assumptions, etc.)
B. New theory questions (e.g., proper accounting of computational and communication overhead, or simplicity-driven optimization: insist on zero overhead rather than optimality proof and then tightly bound suboptimality gap and its impact on user performance)

C. Theory-inspired deployment (e.g., transfer some of the theory inspired algorithms to commercial/DoD adoption and large scale operations serving real customers, and turn some of the challenges in that process to inspire new theory).

4.2 To Development of Human Resource

Very few research groups around the world in the area of networking provide an environment that trains both in theory and in systems at the same time. The Princeton EDGE Lab carries out the entire loop: from modeling to analysis to design to system-building to data collection and back to modeling. This will significantly enrich the Ph.D. program including those interested in DoD applications, while providing an exciting range of opportunities for undergrad students interested in networking research experiences.